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4C14: Remix as Tactical: The Rhetorical Potential of Reappropriating Oppressive 

Discourse  

Today I want to open up an ongoing conversation in rhetoric and composition 

about the possibilities of remix in writing courses. I specifically want to explore how 

remix has been used a mode of resistance in public spheres.  And as such, how rhetorical 

and critical theory can enrich our understandings of remix. I especially want to talk about 

how understanding remix in relation to power can inform both our pedagogy and 

research.  

Perhaps my favorite definition of remix comes from Jim Ridolfo and Danielle 

Nicole DeVoss. They position remix as an action; it is the process of taking bits and 

pieces of old texts and piecing them together in new ways, perhaps to a new audience. 

So, this is remix at its core level. It’s a compositional method wherein writers mix, 

mash, merge, and compile multiple texts together.  

But I want to remix this definition of “remix”. Specifically, I want to mix, mash, 

and merge theories of power, agency, and appropriation with Ridolfo and DeVoss’s 

definition of remix. 

Although I don’t want to spend too much time getting bogged down in my 

theoretical framework, I do want to note the theories from which I’m working.  

To think about remix as reclaiming power or agency, I draw from two theorists. First—is 

Michel de Certeau’s work on how what he calls the “everyday man” and the “common 

hero” can negotiate, traverse, and subvert power structures in everyday life. De Certeau 

uses the term “tactic” to talk about this temporal practice. Although de Certeau is really 



interested in the logics between place and space, I find his distinction between strategies 

and tactics to be a useful framework to think about remix and power: we can think of 

strategies as discourse that’s produced by the powerful (think of this ad by Levi’s for 

example) and tactics as the practices that everyday people can take to negotiate and 

possibly subvert this discourse (think of this re-appropriate ad). In short, in terms of 

remix, de Certeau demonstrates that composers can, in his words, “put one over on the 

adversary on his own turf”.  Second—I want to mix in Judith Butler’s notion of 

“resignification”—how, despite not originally authoring a term or concept, everyday 

people can claim some sort of agency by redeploying and reframing dominant narratives, 

dominant texts, dominant histories. Speaking of a personal example, in a an interview in 

JAC, Butler detailed an experience she encountered walking down the streets of Berkeley 

wherein a passerby harassingly shouted from a car window, “Are you a lesbian?” In the 

interview, Butler explained how she accepted the term in the affirmative, which shocked 

and stunted the person whom asked the question. Of her accepting of the term, Butler 

stated, “…it was a very powerful thing to do. It wasn’t that I authored that term: I 

received the term and gave it back; I replayed it, reiterated it” (p. 760). Hence, Butler 

shows that purposefully reusing a concept or text that is deployed to harm the one to 

whom it is addressed can be a powerful means of resistance. 

With these theories in mind, I want to offer a definition of what I’m calling 

tactical remix. It is a doing. It is an action. Tactical remix is the intentional re-use and 

redeployment of dominant discourse that has at least one of the following aims:  

1. expose, invert, or challenge damaging, injurious, or otherwise unjust conditions and 

rhetorical practices  



2. claim or reclaim a sense agency 

3. circulate counter discourses to imagine and work toward a more just world  

Remix as tactical, in other words, allows us to think about remix as more than cutting and 

mashing texts to make something new. It allows us to think of remix as intertextually 

working within—yet against—already established systems of power.  

Tactical remix resembles what the Greeks called metis. Karen Koppeleson calls 

this “rhetoric on the edge of cunning”.  What Jay Dolmage would call a kind of embodied 

intelligence. It is, in de Certeau’s words, a “making do” with what’s available. 

I want to start to unpack this definition by exploring three illustrative cases that 

demonstrate the rhetorical possibilities of tactical remix.  

Case one. In her growing body of work, Elisa Kreisinger, who also goes by the 

alias “Pop Culture Pirate,” repurposes already established narratives in ways that 

challenge dominant representations of family, relationships, sex, love, gender, and power. 

The tag line on her Twitter profile reads: “remixing Mad Men into feminists and Real 

Housewives into lesbians.”  In one particular work I’m about to play, Kreisinger remixes 

existing footage from AMC’s Mad Men to create a subversive narrative based on two 

central characters of the show. More than a retelling of a particular event, Kreisinger 

reappropriates clips from four seasons to tell a cohesive 5-minute story about Don 

Draper’s love affair with Roger Sterling.  I’ll play the first minute or so here. [play] 

As a tactical remix, Kresinger’s “QueerMen: Don Loves Roger” relies on the original 

texts only insofar as they provide source material to pull from. In this way, Kreisinger 

shows how Mad Men can be negotiated and renegotiated. To put it another way, 



Kreisinger, in De Certeau’s words, play[s] on and with a terrain imposed to create a 

queer representation that signals resistance and empowerment (37).  

Kreisinger’s remixes, as she describes them, arise out of desire for queer 

representation. In an editorial written for Origin Magazine, Kreisinger begins her essay 

stating, “I became an appropriation artist out of a desire to be simultaneously included 

and ostracized by mainstream American culture.” Kreisinger explains that this desire, this 

teetering between informed critic and unrepresented fan, drives her work to recast 

popular hegemonic narratives into queer renderings. She writes, “appropriating 

mainstream media texts and re-editing them into subversive stories…gives us an 

opportunity to see ourselves and our communities included in popular culture in a way 

that no longer demands we compromise our politics to be entertained.”  

Her project is quite clear.  Her aims are to resist, to subvert, to challenge.  

I share Kresinger’s work because she demonstrates what’s possible when we think of 

remix as intervening in issues of class, sex, gender, and so on.   

Case two. In the spring of last year, several graduate students and faculty in the 

English Department at my institution discovered a troubling Twitter profile that began to 

circulate among the broader campus community. The Twitter was called Oxford Asians. 

The user of the profile tweeted numerous racist messages and images that played on 

Asian and Asian-American stereotypes. The campus community, including several of my 

colleagues in the English department, acted quickly to get the Twitter feed removed. 

They were successful. But, of course, damage had already been done.  

In response, members of the Asian American Association of Miami U launched a 

multimodal campaign called the “Real@OxfordAsians” to, in their words, show that 



these tweets “have a real impact on real students”. In addition to writing a lengthy 

editorial regarding the racist Twitter page, the group also distributed a slideshow that 

features images of Miami University students holding signs that remix some of the 

hurtful language expressed on the Twitter site.  

[here I explain what the Asian American Association did]  

To explain the rhetorical moves of these signs, I turn to Kenneth Burke’s 

conception of perspective by incongruity. For Burke, perspective by incongruity involves 

breaking “piety”—what Burke describes as “the sense of what properly goes with what” 

(74). In Burkian terms, piety, as Julia Allen and Lester Faigley explain, does not signal 

religious connotations. Rather, Allen and Faigley describe the rhetorical practice as such: 

By juxtaposing incongruous ideas, Burke says, we “shatter pieties.” In other 

words, by juxtaposing one ideological correctness together with another, of a 

different ideological stripe, the two call each other into question. And it is more 

likely that the less powerful one will act upon the other in such a way as to reduce 

its power; the piety will thus be shattered. (162) 

The campaign by the Real@OxfordAsians, then, sets two ideologies into stark 

opposition with one another with the goal being to, in Burke’s terms, “shatter the piety” 

of the oppressive ideology.  

I think we can learn something else from this case as well. The 

Real@OxfordAsians project involved responding kairotically to the rhetoric of the 

Twitter feed. As damaging and hurtful as this feed was, members of the Asian American 

Association were quick—much quicker than administration—to respond and act against 

such injurious words. And I think we can relate this back to de Certeau again: members 



of the Asian American Association created a powerfully reflective moment for the 

campus community by seizing the kairotic moment. To tactically remix oppression, then, 

is to, in De Certeau’s words, “take advantage of ‘opportunities’” (37).  

Case three. I turn my attention now to the transnational movement SlutWalk. On 

January 24, 2011, a representative of the Toronto Police Department told a group of 

students at a university safety forum that to prevent sexual assault they should “avoid 

dressing like sluts” (qtd. in Stampler). The comment pushed Heather Jarvis and Sonya 

Barnett to organize a set of protests aimed at challenging victim blaming and rape 

culture. They named their cause SlutWalk. SlutWalk has since turned into an 

international movement, with demonstrations occurring in both major metropolitan cities 

as well as small towns. The driving force behind SlutWalks is a desire to challenge not 

just derogatory terms but also the culture from which the meaning inflected in those 

terms arise.  

On the SlutWalk Toronto website, organizers explain their decision to embrace 

the term “slut” in their movement: “SlutWalk Toronto recognizes that many people…aim 

to reappropriate the word ‘slut’…to use it in a subversive, self-defining, positive, 

empowering and respectful way.” Their tactic, then, directly accords with Judith Butler’s 

description of redeploying oppressive speech to claim a sense of power. Much like 

Butler’s quote illustrates, SlutWalk demonstrators show that redeploying—indeed 

remixing—a word works to challenge the long-standing oppressive practice connected to 

the word.  

SlutWalk demonstrates the importance of circulation when it comes to resisting 

oppressive discourse.  Remixing an idea, term, or concept—if even in a seemingly slight 



way—can do important work.  It shows that remix isn’t so much about questioning 

whether a static text succeeds or doesn’t succeed; rather, it’s about how it spreads 

through what Jenny Edbauer Rice would call a rhetorical ecology. Indeed, bound up in 

my discussion today is the idea that circulating messages of resistance works to imagine 

and work toward a more just world. I think SlutWalk is a great example of how 

circulation among counterpublics can effect change.   

TAKEN TOGETHER, I want to sketch the rhetorical possibilities of tactical remix:  

1. Remix, as tactical, has transformative potential.  

It has the potential to re-write and re-imagine.  It can expose oppressive or problematic 

ideologies. It can work to reclaim a sense of agency. [next slide] 

2. Tactical remix is kairotic. It looks for opportunities. It “makes do” with what’s 

available. And in the process of doing so, claims agency. [next slide] 

3. Tactical remix builds community. It inspires further participation and interaction. 

And highly related to this community building function…[next slide] 

4. Tactical remix succeeds by circulation. It spreads—is picked up and remixed 

further—in sometimes fleeting and untraceable ways.  

5. Tactical remix is connected to the body. If we look back to all of these examples, the 

rhetors behind these appropriations are in some ways demanding that their bodies be 

included, represented, acknowledged, valued.  

A question I want to end on is this: how can we bring tactical remix into writing 

classrooms? And should we? I, of course, think yes. But—a careful yes. In teaching and 

discussing reappropriation tactics, we would want to be mindful of how reappropriation 

might be used to further subordinate oppressed groups. If attempting to explore tactical 



remix in the composition classroom, I suggest we cautiously discuss with our students 

some of the ethical implications involved. As with all writing, the potential for 

commodification or unethical use is a concern we within rhetoric and composition should 

have. In thinking more critically about the ethics of appropriation, the following 

questions, and still others, might be a useful way to discuss the ethical considerations of 

tactical remix. Whose discourse are you reappropriating? What position do you occupy in 

relation to the one you are reappropriating? What is the potential harm in reappropriating 

certain texts? Although undoubtedly there are risks involved, I suggest we nonetheless 

bring these discussions into our classrooms for moments of analysis and writing. And 

above all, I suggest we bring these discussions into our classrooms so that they move 

outside of them. 

Thank you.  

 


